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CANADIAN CRJISE

Don Davies and Ruth Spademan met me at Toronto Airport. We began talking

about cruising the moment we met. Six happy weeks later they both put me back

on an aeroplane to England. We were still talking.

Ruth drove me to her home, where I met her family and friends. Their

superb house was set amidst 200 acres of tree farm land. As we sat around the

supper table, ladened with a feast of beef, asparagus, salads (an hour before

still growing in the garden), freshly ground coffee and home made wines and

later sat around a log fire, - one was aware of an unpolluted environment; there

was a great silence, and a vast, dark, untouched countryside all around. No

traffic noise filtered through the great white and red pine tree belts, and I

fell asleep lietening to the goats bleating, the grass hoppers singing, and the

whipper whills insistant call across the great Canadian countryside.

After a week on the Christmas tree farm, I went to Don's house to prepare

to drive 300 miles north to Georgian Bay.

"Any room for me" remarked Pete, as he leapt aboard "Pinafore", W720. His

dinghy was ready for the cruise. His food was packed, - his spare clothes

could be squeezed into a thimble, and his most important cruising needs carefully

stowed, - alternate tins oef beer and lager- which nicely chilled, rolled from the

self bailer hole&in the floor boards as from a vending machine. "Pinafore"

skipper anid crew were affectionately known by the rest of the cruisers as the

"touristsi They did not carry oars or engine, and when paddling became too

much of a effort,they merely grabbed a tow from one of the other boats: Neither

did they carry charts; because, being very good sailors, they merely sailed back

and forth amongst the fleet of four dinghies and never got left behind. "Wind

Jammer", W1129 another wooden Wayfarer was sailed by "the kids", Tom and Di.

They earned their livelihood as teachers, and in the long vacations took off to

the wilds with their dinghy. Their future plans were to build their own house on

their newly acquired plot of land, and then experiment with crofting and
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crafts. One sensed a true freedom, independance and pioneering streak in

the Dawsons. They were refreshing people to share a cruise with. The third

dinghy "Kingfisher", W866 was sailed by "The Doc."* Alan and Joy Phillips

had emigrated from Rngland and now they worked in America. The Doc's fertile

mind enabled him to sail his dinghy using most original ideas, whilst Joy the

perfect housewife stocked the boat with homemade breads, cakes, fudges and all

manner of home comforts. "Daddy'D6n's boat "Cara Mia" W460 was crewed by Milt.

These two men were great characters and one served as a perfect foil to the

others moods. Theirs was a boat that worked hard to stay "casual". Had their

masts fallen down I doubt there would have been more than a minimum of movenTent

to erect it again. Beneath Don's casual manner was a skilled attitude to the

cruise, - his helmemanship was superb and his decisions were never questioned.

The happy banter from boat to boat never stopped, neither afloat or on land.

It was a happy collection of compatible sailors. Ruth had to go to hospital,

so "Jelly Bean* could not join the cruise. It was typical of Canadian hospit-

ality that I was still expected to join the cruise and join different dinghies

on various days. Everybody made me welcome on board their immaculately kept

dinghies. Don Davies is a natural leader of Canadian Cruising, and a great

lover of his Wayfarer.

The cruise departed from Tobermory. The harbour was full of motor yachts

and island ferry boats. Ours were the only dinghies to be seen. Beneath a

hot blue sky, we organised the leaving of cars and trailers, bought last

moment stores, and helped one another to complete packing. Having been used to

cruising in cold latitudes my ample clothing and spares were divided between all

four dinghies! By 1900 hrs. we were all ready to paddle away from the crowded

harbour. Don was mightily pleased, that because he had pointed out to the

harbour master that we were just about to depart (we had been there two hours)

we were not charged, whereas "the tourists' boat using the same slipway were

charged for tying up to the quayside for half an hour.
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Georgian Bay is part of the Great Lakes system. The bay is 120 miles

long and 50 miles wide. Its western side is composed of limestone, and the

rocky white spine forms the Bruce Peninsula stretching from the Niagara

escarpment all the way down to Mfanitoulin Island. At the end of the Ice age

some 12,500 years ago the melt waters dissolved the limestone cap of the rocks,

forming a network of caves and gigantic underwater caverns and fascinating

drainage systems. The north east shores of Georgian Bay are composed of bleak

rocky Canadian shield. The deep ravines.; and scars left by the retreating

glaciated fingers of ice are still vividly seen in the scarred, low lying rocky

coast line. At one time 32 thousand islands were thought to make up this

coastline. A recent survey shows that there are at least 52 thousand islands

in the bay's vicinity. This area during the bleak winters is further eroded

and scarred by the wild storms; large trading ships have been regularly lost

in the area of the Great Lakes; one even sank last November without trace of

the reason, - but during the summer months, the southern area of the bay is

popular with the cottage industry, and urban business men build a summer

cottage on their plot of land, and commute there to their families at weekends.

In bye gone days, these glaciated waterways and huge fresh water seas were used

as a highway for the voyageurs..

French fur traders and explorers travelled the area and got to know the

natives to gain access to wealth and power; their early craft were canoes, and

they harvested mink, otter, martin and beaver furs, Indian products and later

hardwoods from the rich, wild countryside. The first white man to set eyes on

Georgian Bay was eighteen year old Elienne Brule. In 1610 he had been sent

by Champlain; govenor of New France to investigate the language and customs of

the Hurons. Four centuries later I was priveledged to see the same area,

listen to the same wind in the pine trees, scranble over the same islands



coated in moss and litchens, dwarf iris, marsh marigolds, Indian pairtbrush,

hart's tongue fe,rns and the lovely wild orchids and to experience the vast.

wildness of Canadian landscapes, as I stood listening to the aweful silences,

the surf breaking on the islands, and the plaintive calls of the whipper whills

and the loons, - and I felt that four centuries of humanity had not changed

this primaeval landscape one iota.

We left Tobermory at 1930. At 2030 hours we landed at Flower Pot island.

The wind had died, and the light was also dying. As we tied up to the little

wooden jetty, we saw clusters of camp fires and groups of people hovering near

them. Somebody waved, it was Alan. He and Joy had sailed to meet up from a

different starting point. They had eaten already, and the rest of us got the

Colman stoves lit and supper simmering, and the tents over the dinghies. Milt

had planned our menu of steak, rice and wine. He did not approve of my cooking

cruising methods, and for the rest of the cruise I was relegated to washing up,

whilst he produced very tasty meals: There were little wooden platforms on

which one was supposed to erect tents in this National Park property. The rain

swept down and lightning flashed, and three of us slept in one Wayfarer that

first night and the land tent was not unpacked.

The following morning the storms had passed but a grey warm day and a

bad forecast gave us a day to explore ashore. We walked across the island to

the lighthouse, and on the way explored the huge caves where the wives of the

lighthouse keepers once used them as natural refrigerators. Climbing along the

paths and through thick undergrowth we paused by the two pillars of rock 35

and 50 ft. in height, remarkable dores of erosion that gives the name to Flower

Pot island. This 495 acre island off the tip of the Bruce Peninsula, is

composed of pink and grey granite, and it gave ie my first glimpse of the wealth

of wild life in this area. Butterflies of several varieties, and huge, wild

strawberries were abundant and the vegetation beneath the dense pine trees was



luxuriant and dense. I was warned repeatedly to watch out for snakes. On

returning to the boats we cooked lunch and then Alan and Joy and I sailed back

to Tobermoray. Returning that evening. I was touched that Don and 'ilt had

put up the tent for me.

At 0900 hours the following day wa waved goodbye to the park warden and

the owners of the two large boats tied up on the same pontoon. In light winds

and thick fog we crept past the tip of Flower Pot island. The two sentinels

of rock stood wreathed in fog, I waved goodbye to them enthusiastically, and

I'm sure 'the one with the face' smiled at us! A long fetch could be felt

rolling in from Lake Huron, and the four dinghies came together. Visibility

was less than a quarter of a mile. In ghostly gloom all four dinghies kept

rigidly to the compass course of 011 0 M. There was much banter from boat to

boat about the course,Don called across to the "taourists" in mock seriousness

asking them the course they were steering. iiDon't know" replied Pete, "can't

see my compass". Everybody else consulted their barometers and all noted they

were dropping. I found out later, that the island we were aiming to land on

that day had not yet been found by Don, after four cruises in the Bay. In close

formation we sailed on for an hour. When one boat fell back, the other three

fluttered their Jibs until it closed the gap once more. The sun came out and

burnt up the fog, oil skins and clothes were stripped off and the Jokes

between the dinghies liverned up. The seas died down, steering became easier,

and the wind died. Peering about an empty blue horizon we kept on the look

out for Club Island. Slowly a cloud sat on the horizon and gradually beneath it

a smudge of land outline grew out of the sea. Don's calculations to allow a

two mile drift had paid off. Rowing and sunbathing on a glassy blue sea, with

air tempeFaturain the high 800 F we closed the harbour entrance at 1430 hours.

Club Island was very beautiful and we sailed into its desolateness choosing



our night stop unhurriedly. There was nobody but ourselves there to choose

which bit of shingle beach, close to which pine trees we ahould decide to drop

our anchors. I was still amused that there were no tides, and that the water

we sat on was unpolluted, clear, icy, cold fresh water, beautiful to drink.

That afternoon, some- swam, others brewed tea, washed or just sat and enjoyed

the beauty of the blue ocean, the blue sky and the beach. Across the bay, we

could see a beacon flashing on Lonely Island. I thought then that everybody

was obsessed by hygiene as they washed themselves, their boats and clothes, and

smiled to think how horrified they would be, could they know how Frank and I

cruised. It was so cold, that one wore several layers of clothes, rarely took

them off, and kept fresh water strictly for drinking. However, all their T

shirts were dried adid aired and being worn again within an hour of the washing

session. The heat was beautiful - 90 F. Pete and Bill invited me out to supper

that evening. I provided lilies on the table and wild strawberries, whilst

they produced a superb Norfolk dumpling stew. A snake swam round our boats,

its head held high, its eyes aldrt. Later that evening we all walked across the

island. The middle of it appeared to have been flooded. We heard no birds in

the trees and saw no animals in the undergrowth, but wading along the pools we

were nearly knocked down by a school of large perch. We tried to grab one for

supper, but they were too fast. The predicted storm was coming closer. The pine

trees moaned and swayed as the wind rose suddenly, the white surf pounded onto

the shore, and we ran across the island back to our tents, as the thunder came

and the stinging rain. It was a wild night. The moon was bright, the lightning

lit up the bay. The itosquitos and the thunder disturbed our sleep, despite

generous lots of brandy aboard 'Pinafore'.

The next morning the wind was still force 5-6 but a grey day gradually gave

way to a cloudless blue sky. We walked across the island to look at the

turquoise seas and white breaking waves on the windward shore. Idanatoulin
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Island was clear on the far horizon. As we walked back, the wind sang in the

cedars and the spruce trees laid back into the winds and Joy told me that in

the spring, these islands were white with a carpet of trillrums. All that sun-

baked happy afternoon we enjoyed the island. Charts were pored over, a game

of scrabble became very involved, Joy produced some mouth melting shortbread,

and over the evening campfire we talked endlessly as sailors do. I knew the other

eight thought me far "too busy" but it took me time to unwind into the Canadian

casualness. Their pace of life whilst on a cruise was so incredibly relaxed, -

and all I had to compare it with were Frank's marathon cruises, where tides,

cold sea passages, and fear of bad weather featured rather larger than these

warm passages. Diane asked me to share supper with Tom and herself that evening.

Bill said "Uarg. has been asked out to eat tonight, but Pete and I aren't doing

anything". We ate turkey stew garnished with walnuts and olives, whilst Joy

fried onion and mince cakes, and the others all prepared interesting meals.

That night, I knew great peace, the big blue sky darkened into a velvet pall;

the island waters dimmed from purest turquoise to indigo blue. I had a cosy

night in my land tent, but at least two dinghies reanchored and got rather wet

in the process. The wind blew hard.

On Tuesday morning the storm and high winds had passed over. At 0830

hours each boat reefed and in winds force 5, we set off on a hard beat. 'he

waves were some five feet high, but, as always, the dinghies took the seas

beautifully. Don, PAilt and I took one hour watches, and we all thoroughly

enjoyed a good wet, exhilerating sail. By the second watches, the seas had died

down, grey skies and white water gave way to blue skies, sun and wonderful

visibility. The whole of Manatourin Island looked like the glistening.alps; the

white cliffe were interspersed by cool dark greem pine tree belts. Looking

around these wide bays and large fresh water seas, I so appreciated the area,

there was nobody around except four little dinghies, and between them jokes and
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friendly banter never stopped. The wind disappeared and as we rowed along the

blue aeas, Bill suddenly splashed overboard from "Pinafore", flinging himself

into the water and swam to "Caro Ilia" and tied the two boats together. Climbing

aboard "Caro Ilia' he took over one of the oars and amid laughter over the water,

helped to tow "Pinaforen. They had got tired of paddling! At 1730 hours we

rowed into Squaw Island. Anchoring off the steep stone beach, some swam, others

built a camp fire and started supper, whilst Pete found two branches and

cleverly fashioned a new broom crutch. In the reefing operations, and beating

out of the morning's anchorage, somehow, his tent crutches had gone overboard.

I was shown poison ivy and warned never to walk into it, also Bill found me a

beautiful snake skin.

I enjoyed Squaw Island because it was such an alive island. Birds never

stopped calling, we found a snake, Tom helped me to haul it from beneath a rock

so that I could have a proper look at it. Being a biologist, this cruise, apart

from the lovely sailing, loneliness, and beautiful islands, gave me great

pleasure, because the fauna and flora was a new world to me. The dryness of the

snake's body suprized me. I had never held a snake before. Later, we found a

"house" full of them. Writhing and uncoiling into the warm rocks there seemed to be

fathoms of overlaying snake bodies, but only four heads. I sat watching them

and sunned myself, and like they, enjoyed the warmth of the rocks. It was a

marvellous evening. Four dinghies reanchored, quietly put up their tents and

disappeared before the 'mosquito hour". These shining airborne monsters

appeared promptly at 2130 hours each evening, and chased us from the camp fire

or walk, into the insect proofed tents. There was no-.where on the island free

from poison ivy, and wearing gum boots and oil skins, Don helped me to erect

my land tent before he and lAilt pushed out to anchor in the bay. Sitting in my

little tent, I then considered how to avoid passing the dreaded poison ivy oil

around the cruise. If I took off oilskins, gum boots and outer garments,
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presumably my hands wouid spread the oil everywhere. In the end, I curled up,

slept in the lot and did'nt even unroll Ruth's sleeping bag. Next morning Don

and Milt rowed back to the shore to share breakfast with me. It was a grey

rainy morning, and the wind waslight. "Kingfisher" paddled up to join the rest

of the dinghies, they had spent the night at:the other end of the harbour bay.

A loon was sitting in the bay, and Joy started calling back to it. Soon quite

a loon type conversation was started up. As we rowed away from our lovely

night's anchorage a beaver house was pointed out to me, and I saw a beaver

swimming close by.

A pleasant two hour broad reach carried us into the Killarney Channel.

The light house, and rock buoys made navigation simple, and soon we were on a

run between a rocky inlet on both sides of the deep water narrow Channel. I

ducked as a light sea plane landed in the harbour, and I saw other helicopters

and planes parked amongst the cars. I was told this was how the wealthy Americans

visited their neighbouring restaurants and friend' yachts. I was amazed to see

the bars, the wooden houses, the shops and restaurants.. The large yachts and

motor launches crowded neatly into the harbour. It all looked quaint and very

rich and opulant. We shopped, had lunch and looked, then departed. Apparently

on a previous cruise in this area, Don had started the theme song of the trip; -

It was from "Fiddler on the rooft. - 'If I were a rich man". - When the'kids"

Tom and Diane got married after that cruise, they invited Don as guest of honour.

At the reception Di sat down at the piano and played the theme song for Don. He

chuckled about it for months afterwards. We were now coming to the area of

Georgian Bay so loved by Tom. When I saw it, I too fell under its charm. We

sailed along the coast which made up the Northern end of Georgian Bay and in very

light winds sailed into Collin's Inlet to spend the night. Here there was a

dramatic change in the topography. The rocks were composed of huge chunks of
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pre-Cambrian red rock. It was impossible to force deep into the jungle like

thicket vegetation but there were lovely walks over the smooth red rocks. Blue-

berries grew everywhere. The views out to the blue seas and outlying rocky

skerries were terrific. We spent the evening spell-bound by the beauty and

isolation of the place, and as usual, we talked, listened to each other's

holidays, plans for the future, and philosophies until the mosquitos drove us

to bed.

Sailing through Collin's Inlet a Channel 200-300 feet wide, 8jA miles long,

with sheer rock faces coming straight up from the deep water channel was some-

thing everybody had been looking forward to. We were up early. Joy crept from

her boat to my tent with a cup of tea and an apricot. (only another woman knows

what a cup of tea does first thing in the morning). I sat on the warm red rocks

enjoying her offerings. The bush behind me was alive with dawn wakenings. I

heard the whipper-whill and saw a tree creeper. Pete's "kitchen" on the rocks

got operational and a delicious supply of blueberry pancakes were offered around.

The wind switched W. S-W, ideal for a run straight through the inlet. The wind

was likely to follow the land anyhow, but a beat would have been busy in such

a confined water. I sailed on "Pinafore" that day and the blue spinnaker (with

Pete's insigna - a wine glass - sewn on it) was soon set as we sailed. Bending

overboard I washed my hair, and looked upside down into the deep blue sky, with

pine trees growing at grotesque angles on almost bare slabs of pre-Cambrian rock,

it seemed incredible that these large cool trees couldgrow on virtually bare rock.

Their green-ness accentuated the vivid blueness of water and sky. Blueberries

grew in profusion over the rocks. One or two summer cottages had been erected

but the area was very lonely, - no other boats could be seen or heard. Peter

and Bill listened to my account of an English rally, where thirteen Wayfarers

(and two dogs) had'a tea party aboard one dinghy. Pete told me that 'Pinafore"

had been the only dinghy to attend the Oakville yacht squadron's sail past
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recently. After it, he held his usual "cocktail hour" Joining him either

uninvited or invited, he counted seventeen people (and three dogs) aboard his

dinghy: The usual stop for a brew up was made as the four dinghies collected

in a little rocky pool. The last boat to come through the inlet was shown the

stopping place as oilskin trousers were hoisted up a mast. I had noticed how

tidy the Canadians were camping. An odd tin was never left behind and each

dinghy carried a refuse plastic bag. As I stopped behind with Tom to stamp out

the camp fire, I thought how beautifully Alan had built the little stone fire

place. "Shall we leave this for the next party"? I asked. Tom looked surprised

as he carried the stones away. "Nobody else will come here this year' he said.

I stood a moment, to savour again the stark beautiful lcneliness of the place.

Sailing on, a view of the Cloche mountains, with the glistening quartz

shining whitely between the belts of cedar and pine trees came into view. The

pine trees bent grotesquely, like old men, all bowing to the prevailing winds.

As the light winds died away, we rowed into a rocky bay, tied to the trees and

laid out stern anchors. We had had a splendid fifteen mile sail, it was only 1630

hours and a long sunny evening lay ahead. We walked, watched turtles and

snapping snakes, and beaver houses, collected blueberries and raspberries and

chased dragonflies and butterflies, - as Don said as we walked back to the boats,

"This is the kind of day when one would like to go on sailing for ever'. Tying

my tent to tree branches and stones, because one could not guy the ropes on the

rocks, I twice recamped so as not to disturb a purple fringed orchid and a pink

Lady's Slipper orchid. We slept deep that night in Beaverstone Bay, our canp site

was in Indian Reserve No. 3.

On the Friday, Di and Tom invited me to sail with them on "Wind Jammer".

Although I missed my own boat, it was marvellous to get to know so many different

people and watch how they organized their particular boats for dinghy cruising.



We sailed out to the buoyed channel, past the deep red rocks careful to keep

outside the rocky area covered in breaking surf known as the "Chickens". Tom

was leading the cruise that day. Glancing round from the backcloth of the

glistening Cloche mountains we counted up the fleet. "Where's Pete" he said. We

looked inshore, and to our horror watcjhed 'Pinafore' bouncing straight across

the "Chickens'. We all relaxed as he cleared the area of rocks, and all drew

close to the Grondine rock beacon. Turning down wind all boats picked up speed

as the wind increased to a good force 4. As the seas began to break and the

waves hissed and roared down the breaking faces, we put on life jackets. Tom

cheered his approval at such exciting sailing, ard said with satisfaction that

"Windjammer" had not planed before. All that coast line looked too interesting

to speed by. I longed to have time to stop and look in allithe rocky inlets; -

Voyageur Channel, French River and Key River must have led far inland and been

portaged by the Indians hundreds of years ago. Within two haurs we were level

with the light houses on the Busland Skerries. Shortly after, the four dinghies

had pulled up inside the shelter of the Bustard Islands. The sun still shone

brightly over a blue white capped sea of dark blue big waves, and the wind

increased to a good force 9 Although nobody said anything we were all glad to

be in sheltered water. These shallow fresh water seas shipped up quite nastily

when there was any weather around. After a lunch of peanut butter and jam sand-

wiches (which coated my oesophagus and refused to disappear!) the fleet lazed

away the afternoon. The Bustard Islands were well protected and as the wind

whipped over the water in dark fingers we lay in the sun like snakes soaking in

the warmth, and gossiping. The Canadian way of life appealed to me enormously,

and Tom's plan to farm his Maple trees, build a wooden house and develop his

land was like a breath of fresh air. England seemed throttled and over-peopled

by comparison. Joy washed and soon the rigging of "Kingfisher' was pegged out

with pyjamas and shirts. Our empty view of cumulus clouds, islands and blue sea
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was wiped out as a 72 foot American yacht rattled down its three anchors in the

deep channel opposite us. We lay on the rocks and watched them through our

glasses. I had never seen such opulant yachting. In amusement we saw the

uniformed crew serving drinks on deck, and they got out their glasses and

watched u6 The camp fire that night was pleasant. Joy and Pete played

recorders, but talk, coffee and the scrabble were rudely ended as the mosquitos

came. My tent was gently built on the rocks that night; at first light I poked

my head out to enjoy the dawn, it glowed redly over the Bustards, the dawn

chorus was glorious and the chipmunks squeaked and hissed as they climbed and

dashed about in the pine trees.

In the brilliant heat and strong winds, with Milt ill, we had a lay-over

day and just enjoyed being lazy, Di cooked some bread. Don asked what it would

look like, and Di, head deep in her cookery book, replied that she had no idea

as she's.never tried it before. Later, hot scones and hone made jam, (a present

from Tbith) were enjoyed by everybody.

The following morning, Milt pronounced that he was better. We set sail at

0900 hours through the inside channels. What miles of sheltered, cruising waters

lay in every direction. We sailed an uneventful eight miles to Key Inlet to

pick up stores. I saw an Indian there working on the quay, a dark unsmiling face,

with jet black raven-glossy hair. I was quite disappointed; the Lapps that I

saw in Arctio Norway had been small energetic smiling faced people, their welcome

qtalked?to the visitor regardless of the language barrier. I smiled at the

Indian youth and attempted to admire his painting but he looked at me poker-

faced and turned away.

Beating down the buoyed channel, we agreed to meet up. This plan did not

exactly work that way at the Gereaux light. Two American motor boats overtook

us in the narrow channel and rudely shouted that we s.hu2d keep out of their

way. All four dinghies took avoiding action, and Alan called out angrily



"Overtaking boat keeps clear". Once out of the channel the seas were lumpy

and waves were breaking, and surf roared on the rocky shore. The odd summer

cottage could be seen in the clearings but it was a bleak coastline. The winds

were not excessive, a pleasant force 4, - but due to the uneven bottom, the seas

were uncomfortable. I was glad that Don was helming that watch. Milt took

photographs and he and I moved smartly as Don tacked. Only Tom had a detailed

chart and knew the area, unfortunately he sailed so far ahead that the other

three dinghies lost him. Searching for the buoyed channel we all got spread out.

We sailed in the white breaking seas searching for the buoyed channel into

Bourchier Island, but doubting the wisdom of the way, we tacked out back off the

lee shore. Closely watching the other two dinghies, we saw one of them pull

down the red flags on the shrouds. This was the Party's plan of signalling to

keep close, but we soan found, that in difficult sailing, each dinghy had to

rely on itself. Unbeknown to us, Tom had landed Dianne on the Bourchier Island,

and had come out again, single handed to show us the way in. We never saw him.

Don remarked that he had never sailed in seas like this before, and comnehted with

satisfaction, that such conditions would make even Rnglish 'Wayfarers sit up, the

Canadians could show us seas, even if they had no tideB or salt water to scare us.

At that moment a big rogue wave rose beside us, like a wall of warm water, and

swept right over the boat. I grabbed Milt and I felt Don hold ime down. Had

there been any strength in the wind behind the wave, we would have been over

because the boat had almost lost steerage way, and was lying all wrong to the

tumbling waves and the centre-board was too far down for the confused seas. We

shook the water off our eyebrows, and looked around to see Alan and Peter smiling

cautiously some quarter of a mile away. We identified the "Sisters' and 'Brothers'

rocks, and two buoys and pulled the centreboard up and broad-reaohed along the

channel leading into the Bayfield harbour. Once in sheltered water, with summer

cottages surrounding the shores, - it was more difficult to find a quiet spot for
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the night. The reaction to the twenty five mile, rather startling sail brought

silence frem Alan and Joy, and cheerful joking from Peter and Bill - but we all

openly praised the Wayfarer dinghy, she coped perfectly with the condition; -

showing relief in our varying ways, we all said 'Thank God for the Wayfarer".

Whilst we were sitting on the rocks blowing up lilos, Tom and Dianne

sailed in. Dianne looked tired, immediately they were handed coffee, and we

learnt how we had all got separated. That evening Joy and Alan insisted I slept

in "Kingfisher'. They knew how I loved sleeping aflost. It was such a kindly

thought, but they spent a sleepless night in my land tent, and I in their tent

on the Wayfarer, because we had not got our routine mosquito sprays organised.

Sleep is impossible when those wirged brutes hover and whine over one's skin.

Next morning we sailed on through Alexandra Channel between Burnt Island and

open water. Hangdog bank off shore kept the inside channels well sheltered.

Rounding Point au Baril in the usual brilliant sunshine we came to the more

populated area of Georgian Bay. The lighthouse Keepers wife took in washing, and

that day her lines were full as dozens of sheets swung in the warm sunshine.

Cottages were thickly clustered all along the shore, but the point was dominated

by the lovely, traditional lighthouse; its brown painted wooden walls stood out

well against the blue sky. Lazily sailing along Torches Island, all four Way-

farers relaxed. and Tom and Dianne had a fierce water pistol fight with Bill

and Peter, we sailed close and joined in. Landing at the station some six miles

away, we bought stores and stretched our legs. The main highway No 11, to

Toronto, with huge lorries and cars thundered along the dusty track. Thank-

fully we returned to our dinghies and sailed away to meet the others, Ken and

Dorothy Hassard. That evening we tied our dinghies below their plot on Torches

Island and spent the night with their family. They made us very welcome. After

barbecued chicken, salad and homemade wind, we sat with them by their fire and

got to know them. They had built the house themselves, like most Canadians; it



was a warm, friendly, artistic, spacious place. j was told of the rich English

family, who had built a particularly large nearby house, and they had a nanny

and a uniformed butler to look after the six children. We had passed the

house earlier that day and I had noticed first, not the British Union Jack,

but the large lawn. The other houses haa little patches of flowers in soil

between the rocks but somehow, the English gentleman had laid out a large green,

well kept lawn. The following day the weather was wild and grey and a force 8

forecast. Dorothy and Ken continued to entertain us very charmingly. Later in

the day Ken drove us, in his motor launch, to the communities centre. The

cottagers had bought an old hotel and turned it into the Ijibway Club. A large

variety of social and sporting events were organized for the children and adults

in the summer cottages. 1Many Albacore dinghies were moored close to the houses.

What fun had they been Vlayfarers. An ideal place to cruise in a dinghy - but it

was obviously not done here, dinghies were for day racing, and large yachts

for cruising. As Ken drove us about between the islands, there seemed to be more

water than land. That evening with the two daughters, Judith and Mary Jane, I

went on their paper round, Judith drove the aluminium dinghy and Mary Jane leapt

out at each house to leave the evening paper. It was a delightful way of earning

pocket money. Later, Judith took me for a trip in a canoe, we crept over rocks

barely awash and through water lily channels; - I felt that we got a beaver's

eye view of the lush vegetation around the islands.

The following morning, the violent depressian had passed over; and the

bright sunny weather came back. The Canadians told me that it was their worst

summer for many years, but I wasn't complaining: it was superb by English

standards. Their normal summer of great heat and light winds, would have bothered

me. The two days ashore, gave me my first insight into how some Canadian families

lived, but as always it was nice to be afloat and travelling again. Sailing

along the Shawanga Inlet we saw Dorothy having a sail with Don and Nilt, and Ken
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roaring along in his motor launch. What a nice, generous friendly family. I

shall not forget them. Some weeks later Ken had killed a rattle snake. He

drove miles to bring me the skin, knowing I was interested in the animal life

on their island. Sailing out to the twin sister rocks and then along the coast

to Franklin Island, we had a pleasant fast sail and by 1530 hours pulled up on

the only sandy beach in the area. It was a charming spot. We flung ourselves

into the blue waters to cool off, collected blueberries, cooked supper, - then

subconsciously all casually got ready for 'the" crossing. Don had decided to

sail straight across the bay. The distance was forty miles. The furthest sail

any of them had previously done was twenty-five miles and most of them were

aware of the sudden stormy weather the bay could throw up. Dinghies in Canada

did not usually make these kind of crossings; - we listened to the lAafor weather

forecasts carefully that evening, and watched Tom make a sea anchor from a

plastic bucket. Joy made sandwiches for the crossing, and wrapping them in

plastic bags, packed the ice chest and loaded it down with heavy stones on the

beach. Twice in the night I crept out of my sleeping bag to put more stones on

the food chest, but in the morning we found a trail of apricots and nibbled

honey sandwiches in the sand. The raccoons and chipmonks had had a feast.

At 0530 hours the following morning, in a red sunrise the dinghies crept

away. Adrenalin was in every-bodies blood, despite the casual air adopted on

each dinghy. We sailed out along the buoyed channel and at o63s hours picked

up red rock. On course 1710 M we all set sail for Sequin bank. The weather was

perfect for the crossing. the prevailing S.W. winds had jumped into the S.E.

which gave us an easy broad reach. Happily we took hourly watches and watched

the beautiful blue sea and sky grow hotter and hotter. The dinghies kept close

together, doing a steady four knots. As the wind increased to force 5 and the

seas grew lumpy, Don hove too to reef, and the rest of us followed his example.

I was interested in the jiffy reefing system, and thought our English Wayfarers

would possibly adopt that idea too.
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I was very happy that day, as the land disappeared on all sides, I felt a

real freedom and thoroughly enjoyed the glorious sailing. All too soon Cabot

Head loomed up, visibility was good, about twenty miles. To our left the white

limestone Bruce Peninsula became visible. Fox wrote in his book 'The Bruce

Beckons"n ....... the thin grey line of craggy heights ran southward league

after league. The continuous cold, ashen face of the inhospitable rampart of

stone fairly shouted over the waters 'No shelter here', - As the wind died, Alan

rigged the bowsprit and the extra jib. We discussed what we could do if becalmed

off the coast at night. I said I would sail back offshore, and Alan alarned mP

by saying he would row in - it was thirteen miles to Wingfield Basin. Slowly

the lighthouse, trees and odd houses grew from smudges into solid shapes and

the crossing was nearly over. The wind picked up and all four Wayfarers put

down their anchors within a few minutes of each other. Soon the fire was going,

tea was brewed and people were swimming or tidying up their dinghies. Everybody

was relieved to have got the crossing behind them, but the twelve hour sail had

been a perfect one. Across Wingfield Basin the huge rotting hull of a wreck sat

in the water, later in the evening several yachts motored in to overnight. The

sun set gently blushed the white face of the escarpment beyond the bay. To

avoid camping in a bed of poison ivy; I put my tent up in the middle of the road-

way leading to the lighthouse. I did not expect any traffic along it.

Friday was the last day of our cruise. Peter walked along the beach kitchens

dropping off blueberry pancakes, calling cheerfully, "We deliver".

On a day of brilliant visibility when the forecasts still talked of thunder

and storms, we sailed along the beautiful white cliffs of the Bruce, gossiping

as always. Suddenly ahead we saw a line of dark water and white froth. Expecting

a squall, we hurridly climbed into oilskins. Tlc wind freshened and from a quiet

run we began a wet beat as the wind veered. Clouds rolled in obliterating the

sun, and thunder and lightening began to develop. All along the coast line the
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sea gulls and loons stopped calling, it felt like a real storm brewing. One

boat pulled into a cove, And we pulled in to join it, putting oilskins up in

the rigging to tell the others that we would not sail on to Cove Island as

planned, until the storm had passed. We sat on the rocks to watch for the others

who were behind us and saw lightning dancing along the rocks in the distance.

Eventually we saw Don's boat making for Flower Pot Island as dusk fell, and felt

certain that 'the Doc." had gone on to Cove Island. The storm did not material-

ie, but the wind shrieked in the trees all night. We hoped that we were all

snug somewhere and pooled our menus for a final supper. Peter produced raisin

sauce to pour over Dianne's ham, olives and tomatoes.

We realised that my sleeping bag and tent were carried on Don's boat. They

had sailed by, and despite our whistles and waving brightly coloured oilskins

we could easily see them, but they were not looking out for us on the rocks. I

offered to sleep out on our little island. It was a charming spot, but the

mosquitos would have eaten me alive. Dianne made me up a bed of life jackets

and Peter's spinnaker. Tom slept one side of the centre board and Di and I on

the other. There was plenty of room providing one syncronized our tum ing over!

It was a good last night to the cruise. With the lantern softly lighting the

tent canvas in a soft glow, we talked until we fell asleep.

The following day the high winds alowly died and the seas flattened. All

four dinghies sailed into Tobermorey about midday. As we unpacked the dinghies

and loaded them onto the road trailers the holiday-makers sitting on the sundecks

of their large glass fibre yachts and launches eyed us with interest. Bales of

gear came out of the boats, Joy neatly changed shirts,we all piled into Pete's

boat for a final "Cocktail' hour - and there was no cabin! They asked us, "What

is your boat". "\Where have you been"? "How do you manage to live on that"? I

think that they envied us. Bill watched one launch fill up with fuel. Thirty

five gallons of petrol was greedily drunk up. They would not explore far into
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Georgimn Bay on that.

We went to a restaurant in Tobermorey for a farewell supper together, Don

sat at the head of the table. As we toasted Ian Proctor, the International

Wayfarer and 'Daddy Don" for inviting us, the friendships between us all were

very warm.

I shall never forget my Canadian Cruise, nor the friends I made during it,

and the calling of the loons symbolised all. Canada has a lot of empty lonely

waters to explore. I shall be back to hear the loons again.

Later in the month I was priveledged to join the second International

Wayfarer racing on Lake Ontario. It was a tremendous experience to be part of

this generous association international. Whether a Wayfarer is raced, or cruised,

or day sailed, there are happy people all over the world, convinced that their

dinghy is the best thing they ever bought.

Mlargaret Dye. 1976.
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